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Special 
Collections 
Department 
Exhibits 
University Books 
Vol. 38 No. 7 
Special to The Res Gestae 
Last Friday. the University of Michi-
gan Libraty, Department of Special Collec-
tions and the Michigan Center for the Book 
opened a new e.'Xhlbit entitled "Michigan 
Collects!", on the seventh floor of the Har-
lan Hatcher Graduate Library to celebrate 
the collection of books by members of the 
University community. The exhibit. com-
posed of books and other materials col-
lected by University students. staff. faculty 
and alumni, Is to demonstrate the quality 
and diversity of book collection done by 
Michigan collectors. 
The exhibit includes, among others. 
collections of world fair Items. miniature 
books. and presidential campaign memo-
rabilia. Also featured Is the collection of 
Star Trek novels accumulated by third-
year law student. Robert L. Jones. Many of 
the collections a re composed of rare and 
valuable works. Including an original leaf 
Still Unbeaten and Untied 
from a Gutenberg Bible. Examples from 
nineteen collections are displayed. 
The free exhibit will be featured until 
November 22nd on the seventh floor of the 
Harlan Hatcher Graduate Library In the 
Department of Special Collections. The 
Department Is open Monday-Friday from 
10 to Noon and 1 to 5, and on Saturdays 
from 10 to Noon. All book and history 
enthusiasts are Invited to stop by and see 
this impressive display. 
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Chief Justice Lectures on Judiciary 
Chase Impeachment Trial Helps Establish Court's Independence 
By Colin Zick and Eunice Pa rk 
!here is no more important e\'ent in 
the history of the Umkd States. as far as 
the judiciary is concern<'d." said Supreme 
Court Chief Justice \Villl,tm Rehnquistlast 
Thursday In speaking tot he Law School on 
The Impeachment Tnal of Samuel Chase 
Before the Senate in 1805. • 
~lost of Rehnqubt'., c,peech led up to 
~1e propitious moment \\hen "Old Bacon 
face.- as Chase wn:, known for his 
personality and reddish brown comple.'Cion, 
as acquitted of chargt.·~ stemming out of 
a series of cases in his courtroom out of 
~hich incidents arose considered by his 
a"cusers to be disresper lful ofboth the law 
.md his fellow lawyers. Chase's acquittal, 
Rthnquist said, established a ·sea change 
ill American politics" and set the tone for 
(r~serving the federal judiciary's 
• 'ldependence from the other branches of 
~'0\'ernment. 
Thus while the Supreme Court today 
.. ·an equally accepted member of the 
inbunal. • Rehnquist described the judiciary 
body as having ·got[ ten] a very slow start.· 
On February 1. 1790. only three of the six 
':lembers were able to be In New York for 
:h~ first day of the Supreme Court session: 
a.'ld In the first eleven years, only 115 cases 
•re docketed. LikC\\iSe, when Chief 
• .JStice John J ay was appointed as an 
·~voy to England in the spring of 1794, 
·~~~re was no indication that he was even 
:::J.Ssed. • said Rehnquist. 
John Marshall's appointment to the 
:Ourt in early 1801 as one of the "midnight 
. i.ldges" by lame duck John Adams marked 
·e beginning of a movement tha t "raised 
:he stature of the Supreme Court.· 
lklwever. with Thomas Jefferson taking 
:3ire In March. the period was also one of 
lansiUon from Federalist to Republican 
ntrol from Washington and Adams to 
:•fTerson and Madison. Thus. because the 
~was composed of Federalists and the 
th~r two bra n ches controlled by 
'.tpublican s. the judicial body "was under 
':arp attack from the other branches of 
· :~rrunent." as evidenced by the battle 
over Judicial appointments In Afarbwy u. 
Jfadison. The act of Congress which 
brought about Marbury's appointment was 
repealed in 1802. manifesting a -very hostile 
environment." 
The problems \vlth Chase. Rehnquist 
continued. stemmed from his highly visible 
work to repeal the constitution of the state 
of Maryland while still on the bench. This 
Irritated Jefferson. wh o got the 
Impeachment ball rolling. Hence. in the 
eyes of the Republicans, Chase's beha\ior 
on the bench was not his first offense. He 
had become "the epitome of a ll ... [the 
Republicans] hated." 
Rehnquist continued. "[Chase] was 
obviously taking a political position from 
the bench, something no judge would do 
today at all." Amidst murmurs from the 
assembled crowd in response to this 
statement. Rehnqulst said that the Idea 
which Chase's accusers meant to send 
was "You'reoutoftunewith the times. with 
these views. We want someone whose 
views represent the public. · 
All three of the charges brought against 
Chase related to his work while riding the 
federal circuit. Vice-President Aaron 
Burr. himself ·a fugitive from justice· for 
killing Alexander Hamilton in a duel. 
presided over Chase's trial in the Senate. 
"Lawyer Brandy-Bottle.· otherwise known 
as Luther Martin, acted as Chase's principal 
counsel. 
Concluding. Rehnquist said. "Since 
1805. impeachment has never [been used 
against any federal Judge] for any on-the-
bench conduct. · Had impeachment 
occurre'd and Chase remo\·ed for his views. 
the results would hav~ been orpinous for 
the stability of the Court's composition. 
Rehnqulst believes. Analogizing murder to 
impeachment, the Chief Justice quoted 
Agatha Chris tie's detective, Hen; ule Pel rot: 
"Murder can get to be a habit. · 
Following his 4 0-minute lec ture. 
Rehnqulst took questions from the 
audience with the caveat introduced by 
Law School Dean Lee Bollinger in the 
Introductory speech that the questions 
Dean Lee Bollinger and Chief Justice William Rehnquist enjoy a moment at 
the reception following the address . 
should not Involve either pending cases or 
the present members of the Court. 
One student asked whether the 
appointment process for the Court had any 
impact on the Independence of the Judiciary. 
Rehnquist replied, "I don't think the basic 
process that seems to be in place now 
threatens the independence of the judiciary. 
The important thing is that the person, 
once confirmed, feels free to vote his 
conscience.· 
What troubles Rehnquist . he said, 
isCongressional and public Insistence prior 
to the issues' anival before the Court on a 
statement by judicial candidates as to how 
they would vote on those matters. This. 
Rehnquist said. ·may have an undesirable 
side effect of making nominees feel they are 
committing to a position" prior to sitting for 
the actual case. 
When asked about relations between 
the justices. in light of their var ied 
perspectives on the law, Rehnquist replied. 
"There isn't any personal rancor on the 
Court. that I am aware of.· He described 
relations as much more congenial than 
during the time when he clerked on the 
Court. He added. "I must say. I think the 
Photo by Monica Baum 
rancor comes from the law clerks. · 
The next question was whether the role 
of the Chief Jus tice Included seeking 
unanimous decisions. !he Chief Justice 
can only do so mu ch. · Rehnqulst 
responded. He said that when a decision Is 
·on the margins, we're no longer talking 
about unanimity !on the Court] as a 
[reasonable) goal: we're talking about trying 
to get five. · 
When asked to name th~e past justices 
he most admired. Rehnquist answered by 
citing those for whom he sent away to the 
AB.A J ournal for etchings which currently 
hang in his chambers: MarshaU. Holmes . 
and Hughes. 
Tht final questioner asked about the 
presence of television cameras In the Court. 
Rehnqulst replied that he was not opposed 
to the idea. but that other members of the 
Court were not enthusiastic about the Idea. 
He implied that the change probably would 
occur in the future. however, citing Louis 
XlV (in French). "After me, the deluge.· 
During Rehnquist's talk. a protest was 
staged In the Law Quad. The chanters were 
See Rehnquist . Page Five 
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Positive Verdict on Visit 
emu J USTICE W ILLIAM REHNQmST1S VISIT to the 
Law School last week was .a special event for all 
members of the community. A few comments 
on this are in order. 
The organizational details of a schedule and 
accommodations for a high level dignitary are 
enormous. Security concerns especially weigh 
heavily in themlndsof planners. In competition 
with this is the goal of wide access to the Chief 
Justice by faculty and students. These objectives 
were achieved rather well, and kudos are deserved 
to those involved in making the visit a success. 
Also worthy of praise was the handling of 
unruly protestors by Dean Lee Bollinger. 
Disrupting the lecture with their bullhorn blaring 
into the window of Room 100, Dean Bollinger 
asked nlcley once for protestors to repect the 
rights of the audience trying to listen to Mr. 
rehnqulst . When they refused, he told them 
forcefully to back off or get hauled away. They 
did the former. Good job, Dean Bolllnger, in 
defending the right ofthe larger law community 
against a small band of outside dlsruptors. 
With these positive comments in mind. a 
few criticisms need also to be made. Firstly, the 
selection of Room 100 &everly Umited the 
number of people who could attend. While being 
aware that the original site was the Lawyers 
Club Lounge, the location of the reception 
following, far too many students were shut out 
of the talk. Hill Auditorium would have been a 
better choice. 
Secondly, it was unfortunate that other active 
and important student groups, such as the 
Christian Law Students, were not included in 
the breakfast meeting with Mr. Rehnqulst nor at 
other times in his schedule. Recognizing space 
limitations at the room used for this meeting, it 
is regrettable still since CLS represents values 
not represented in the meeting and, also, that 
one student did not show. 
Overall, though, the administration handled 
a difficult task well. Law students were at all 
times polite and respectful, even when in total 
disagreement with the Chief Justice's views. 
This speaks well of the student body, and helped 
advance debate of issues, as well as making this 
an enjoyable event for us and, hoepefully, Wll11am 
Rehnq~~t. 
po"~ck 
Let:s Be Frank 
Post-Modern Racial Runtinations 
By Frank Wu 
Interviewing is a joyless exercise. 
And no less for the interviewers, who create the 
banalities they then repeatedly sutTer: "How would your 
friends describe you?" How would my friends describe me 
to an interviewer? Would they mention my race? 
Race and sex. after all. are features we immediately 
notice and rarely forget. As Sherlock Holmes once ob-
served about the dog that failed to bark during the night. 
the absence as much as the action tells. To Ignore race. to 
act as though I were white Is a dubious compliment. 
Although I do not want to be taken as white. I do want to 
be taken as American (my class's particular onus having 
to do with alienage and loyalty). As far as I can tell. I am as 
assimilated as my friends. So much so that I sutTer the 
same Western. post-modem Intellectual sense of aliena-
tion. 
Lest my friends worry. I recognize that the interviewer's 
question and the difficulties with answering about race 
eventually become the question: "How would that indlv1d-
ual care to be described?" Then In the larger scheme: 
"What does that group want?" The latter question asked 
with a particular voice can be offensive. but even in good 
faith It signals the interviewer's or my frlends' difficulty 
understanding just what inescapably aJTects others who 
are not like them. Regardless. the answer probably re-
mains: "Nothing too different than what you want.· For 
me, I can say only that I do not know. 
Interviewing. however, I do know that the questions 
themselves remain in my mind, even lf the answers are 
elusive. I am interested In a firm whose culture would 
accept me. If glossy brochures tell the truth. every finn has 
not only a culture but one that Is diverse and unique and 
wonderful. Few firms live up to that standard. but some 
seem also to fail a standard of even acceptance of minori-
ties and women. More disturbing. law students who 
dismiss the problem because they do not mind such firm's 
possible problems fall to ask the typical law school follow-
up question: "Why don't you care?" They need not adopt 
the "politically correct" stance, whatever that might be, 
but they should consider the questions. 
estingly. the Interviewing partner's prejudiced comments. 
directed most virulently against blacks. also maligned 
women. Jews and foreigners. 
This year. Steven Brill, the occasionally sensationalist 
publisher of American Lawyer. began the Interviewing 
season with an editorial canylng the banner h eadline. 
"Boycott Cleary. GolU!ebl " It turns out that the major New 
York City firm does not have even one black lawyer. Brill 
urged s tudents to avoid interviewing with firms that did 
not have at least one black partner or one percent black 
associates. a figure that he argued would be easy to meet. 
and which would target only gross cases. Ironically. greed 
might compel law firms to make the superficial changes 
tha t could lead to real changes. As Brill wrote, "Imagine if 
students at the ten most prestigious law schools [boy-
cotted! and. say. even a third of them made good on it. 
None of these firms could aJTord that kind of lessening of 
the talent pool." 
Even without the society-at-large's interest in race. 
the recent publicity about Baker & McKenzie, and other 
firms. and the FBI. has re-focused the legal community's 
attention on the subject. Still. when I ask about diversity 
or the general sense of the interviewer about his firm's 
acceptance and treatment of minority and women lawyers, 
I feel uncomfortable. Unless I encounter another Baker & 
McKenzie type Incident, certainly I do not mean to cry 
"racism.· I do not doubt that many of the firms with whom 
I speak are genuinely concerned with the larger society's 
culture as well as that of their own firm. "Racism· has 
become just another buzzword in a numbed society. 
Despite adding a disclaimer to my inquiry. almost an 
apology for asking about diversity instead of the 
partnership's profitability. ! sense there remains an under· 
lying accusatory feeling or perhaps the appearance of 
mere self-interest. 
None of the firms with whom I've talked have affinna-
Uve action per se for Asian Americans. which does not 
bother me. If an interviewer thinks to address Asian 
American concerns. very often he or she mentions the 
possibility of working overseas or on Pacific Rim-related 
matters. I'm not sure how I feel about the instant associa · 
lion with the Orient. While I do not want to repudiate my 
ancestry. and some of my Asian-American colleagues are 
interested in the legal-career possibilities of their Asian 
connection. I wonder if the interviewer would bother to ask 
my white counterpart lf he wished to be posted overseas or 
work on European trade issues. Apparently much more 
sophistication Is required to distinguish among Asians 
than between white Europeans and white Ame.ricans. 
Last year, one of the faculty described the situation 
when he was entertng practice: A finn that was diverse and 
unique would ~ave Christians and Jews practicing to-
gether. Diversity and uniqueness has expanded to Include 
other minorities and women. Together with diversity and 
uniqueness, conflict and stereotyping have grown. We still 
have Incidents such as that caused last Interviewing 
season by Baker & McKenzie, a firm that on the face of the 
situation would not have seemed to be such a likely 
.candidate for Its particular problems, a firm that boasts of 
L....--------=~---:--------P..:...S::.·:..:C:..: ...J having more than 1.400 lawyers of45 nationalities: lnt_!!r-
Many questions. few answers. I hope thatlntervtewing 
provides each of us another opportunity to consider the 
personal eontdt cif race. no matter what we happen to 
believe: ' _ , · _ ,. . • · 
• ..., ' ••-.~ -.• •1\ ·~ ., ,I IB..!C. ,_. . ', 
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. Whither the Democrats on Capital ~ains? 
By Paul Sigmund 
Last month. the overwhelmingly Democra tic House of 
Representatives voted, 239· 190, to cut the capital gains 
tax by 30 percent. Bes ides the fact that It was proposed 
by a Republican president, Is the cut such a bad Idea? 
On the face of it. It doesn't seem so bad. In fact. in the 
beginning. it'll even brtng in money to the treasury. The 
cut's only for two years. People are going to rush to sell 
long-held assets during this window to take ndvnntnbe of 
the lower tax rate. So even though each sale will bring in 
Jess money. there will be so many more of U1em tha t 
government revenues will actually increase. Most est!· 
mates put this increase at $9.4 billion over the two years. 
After the two years the tax goes backup to Its old level, 
except from then on the rate will be indexed to Inflation. 
Because of this indexing. the government will start losing 
money. about $5 billion a year. Despite this loss. Indexing 
is still a good idea, because it's fa ir. People shouldn' t be 
taxed for increases in vaJue that are illusory. inOaUon-
based gains. For ordinary Income we increase the Income· 
tax aUowance each year to account for inflation. ll's only 
fair to do the same for capital gain s. 
So if it makes the government money in the short run. 
a:~d Is fairer in the long run. what's so wrong with a capitaJ 
gatns tax cut? Two things. First. it guts the tax reform act. 
allowing back in all those s tupid. venalspeclal· lnterest tax 
breaks we went to such trouble to get rid of In 1986. And 
second. It's going to accomplish the oppos ite c I its sup· 
posed purpose. That Is, it will decrease investment in the 
long run rather than increase it. 
As Jim Glassman, the publisher of Roll Call magazine 
said, the 1986 tax-reform bill Is "the finest piece of 
legis lation in the past twenty years ." The point of the bill 
was to keep the tax code from lnOuencing people's eco· 
nomic decisions. Once tax-based decisions are out of the 
way. people invest wherever they can get the highest 
return for their money. Instead of where It can save them 
the mos t taxes. This means a more productive economy. 
a higher GOP. and a bigger pie all around. 
This was a great Idea, and was damn hard to accom· 
plish. Making it work meant cutting out tax breaks for 
industries in every representative's district. Representa-
tives don't like to take something away from their constitu· 
ents, so It wasn't easy to pass. Getting It passed meant 
forging a true national consensus. Somehow Senator 
Bradley and the others pulled It off. and Congress. for the 
flrs t time I at least can remember. acted in the interest of 
the nation as a whole rather than in the interests of their 
specific districts. 
And now. barely three years later. President Bush's 
capital-gains tax cut Is going to throw It all away. J ust the . 
cut Itself is inefficient. It forces businesspersons to expend 
a lot of productive energy flgurtng out how to reclassify 
Income as capital gatns in order to qualify for the tax 
break. And the enactment of the cut opens .the floodgates 
for other sper!al-interest !rt.'< bre:J.!--_c;. There'-; a l:-en<~.' a 
break for the timber industry included in lhe House bill. 
And The New York Times repor ts tha lthe Senate version 
in committee right now includes breaks for ·grain based 
gasoline additive producers . pineapple growers. million-
are grandparents . liquor stores. cattle raisers ... (and) 
ttLxedo rental companies· among others. This is good 
news for those of us who plan to be lobbyists when we leave 
school, but terrible news for the country. 
Arguably all this would be OK if the blll would do what 
ll's supposed to do: s timulate investment. But it won't 
even do this. Instead it's going to make domestic im·est-
ment less attractive. Sure there will be a short- term sell 
off. but that's disinveslrnt'nt, not investment. 1\\'0 years 
later. once all these things are sold. less long-held assets 
wiJI remain on the market. and these. if sold. will be taxed 
at the lower, indexed. rate. The $5 billion per annum loss 
figure mentioned earlier assumes the current level of asset 
sales. But s ince just indexing the rate for inflation won't 
give people much incentive to sell what they just bought. 
this loss figure Is likely to be higher. That means an even 
larger-than-projected budget deficit in the long run. And, 
s ince Americans don't save enough to cover our 
government's excesses. that means higher interest rates 
to attrac t foreign savings. Higher interest rates make 
Investment more expenslve.l.e. , less likely to occur. So as 
a res ult of this tax cut. we'll see even less long-term 
inves trnent. 
Given such a dwnb bUI. what does the new, media -
savvy leadership of the Democratic Party do to shoot it 
down? They propose a tax raise on the rich and couch their 
rhetoric In the language of class warfare. This wasn't too 
bright. You don't have to be too media-savvy to figure out 
that you don't counter a tax cut with a tax raise. (I realize 
they also proposed a middle-class-oriented break on Indi· 
vidual Retirement Accounts. but that doesn't fit into a 
sound bite very well.) And class warfare hasn't worked 
stnce the days when everyone was dreaming they saw Joe 
Hill last night. People in America mostly still buy In to that 
old Horatio Alger-Ayn Rand myth: that the rich In America 
have earned their weaJth. The corollary Is that middle· 
class persons feel they too could be rich If they just worked 
a little bit harder or hit on the right scheme. They won't 
want the government to puntsh them for making It to the 
top once they get there. so they don't think It's fair for It to 
explicitly punish those who have already made it. Thls 
mind set won't change until another event like the Depres-
SiC'n <'"mec: nlor.;! to show reople the c:yslt'm1r reac:onc; 
behind income t!i:,p:witics. L:ntil t hat happens. class 
wnrfare rhetoric \\·on ·r work. 
So what would hnYe worked? \\'ha t kJnd of s trotegy 
would ha\'e defeated the President's bill? Thnt's easy. and 
I'm surprised Gephardt didn't think of it: Play the J apan 
card. The a rgument is simple. The cut will cause a sell off 
of long held American assets. These assets were bought 
when America dominated world mCJ'rkets and have, sup· 
posedly. remained in American hands for a long time 
because the capitaJ-gains tax was too high. i\ow you want 
to lower the ta'<. getting people to sell. Well. who are they 
going to sell to? The people with the mosl money of course. 
And who has the most money oowada}·s? The Japanese. 
So by \'Oting for lhis bill. Member of Congress. you're 
voting to sell the country off to the J a panese. 
I know it's simplistic. demagogic. tending to induce 
racial antipathy and largely untrue. But so were Willie 
Horton and the Pledge. If the President really wants to play 
hardbaJI. he ought to be made to understand what !.hat . 
game entails. Also. you have to remember that the 
argument doesn't do anything. It doesn't pas" a protec-
tionist measure or disallow cross-border asset sales. It 
just keeps a bad thing from being done. And given the 
pos t · 1988 mood of the country. It would probably work. 
Does the Democratic Party really have to sink so low? 
Isn't It enough to have fought the good fight. whatever the 
result? Last night I was lis tening to an old left-wing lawyer 
give a speech in a UAW union hall in Detroit. In his speech 
he touched on the old aphorism "dare to struggle. dare to 
win .· And he took the Movement to task for betng satisfied 
with just being on the right side of a losing struggle. with 
the monumental moral egotism In that. He sa.ld .It's time 
the Movement dared to win. I think the same thing's true 
for the Democratic Party. It's not enough to chose the 
honorable path and lose because the other side is fighting 
dirty. An honorable loss Is still a loss. Irs time to win a few. 
Debate Will Keep Eyes on the Prize 
To the Editor: 
I am moved to respond to the many comments that 
have been made regarding the Baker & McKenzie · FBI 
Incidents of racial dlscrtmlnatlon and the school's 
questionable responses to these organizations. The most 
recent of these comments was published in the RG issue 
ofOctober 18, 1989. 
What concerns me the most is the lack of open 
discussion on these Issues by both the students and the 
administration. These may be prima facie cases of racial 
harrassmenl but how the law school community should 
respond Is not as evident. 
There are students who desire to ban the presence of 
the above offenders, but I have not heard articulated the 
reasons for such a ban. I saw the banners urging 
interviewing students to not contact the law firm in 
question. but I noticed no literature from students seeking 
to meet and address their concerns with B&M law firm (or 
the FBI). The published and spoken arguments that I have 
read and heard are well presented and passionate, but 
frankly fail to transcend their rhetorical conflnes to a more 
extensive understanding of the Issues involved. 
In the above cases. the offenders were found at fault. 
but they also admJtted their errors, apologized and 
announced plans to correct their actiVities. If B&M bad 
responded by hiring Richard Nlxon as a s~cial consultant 
for the weathering of political storms or the law school had 
sought to establish a "J. Edgar Hoover Fellowship", then 
the outrage could proceed without delay. I am not 
advocating that the questioning of these fiiTlls should 
cease. by what Is the goal for banntng these organizations 
in lights of their stated desire to change? What further 
action would be taken against firms that seek to deny their 
racial problems? Shouldn't the two types of responses by 
the firms by distinguished in any way? 
My Interest in civil rights has not just come from the 
text book or from fictional and distorted stories such as 
"Mississippi Burning". I am old enough to remember the 
marches. the deaths. the speeches of Dr. King. and how 
his words reached the hearts of so many who had been 
ambivalent toward minorities. I have known the issues of 
civil rights not just cognitlvely. but affectlvely. Clvtl rights 
does not seek punishment, but justice; not separation. but 
unity: not humiliation. but enllghtment. These are the 
sentiments that seem to be most lacking in the current law 
school debates frqm both the students and administrators. 
The boycotting of racist organizations Is an effective 
ciVil rights tool, but not after an agreement has been 
reache<,i for ,change. Dr. King orgru;uzect the Mon~om~ry 
bus boycott to instigate a needed change. But the very day 
the Integration of the buses was to begin. he was among 
the first to ride the buses. Our students and minority 
students in particular should also take their rightful seats 
In organiZations that have announced their end to 
discriminatory practices. 
We as a law school cornrnuntly should organize agatnst 
frrms with questionable hiring practices of minorities, 
women. and the disabled. We should especiaJiy be Vigilant 
about how these groups are treated and promoted in all 
law firms. and ban those who cannot explain or improve 
their policies. Apart from this Issue. there Is conversation 
needed about the hiring habits of our own Jaw school. 
Also. the presence of racism among some of our current 
students. and in casebooks and texts. Finally. why limit 
the discussion of prejudice to elective courses, Monday 
night films. and pamphlets distributed at orientation. 
Prejudice occurs in all phases of life includtng every 
subject of the Jaw. It should be discussed by all members 
of the faculty in every class that Is taught. 
Such efforts and free debate allow all of our "Eyes· to 
~ 
remain on "the Prtze·. We must seek to help all those in 
our community and society to reach thls goal together or 
the value of the reward Is diminished for all. 
Tony Sanchez 
OF MICHIGAN 
261t 1 £wrgr~~n. S<J<I~ JQ2 . Solrthficld, Mictligan • eo76 • (313) 35-t·7111 
.. 
• 
ENROLL IN BARBRI OF MICHIGAN BY NOVEMBER 1, 1989 
and freeze your tuition at the Early Enrollment Rate wi t h just 
a $50 deposit toward your Bar Review Course! 
CALL 1-800-245-EXAM OR CONTACT A CAMPUS REP . 
$125 EARLY ENROL~ DISCOUNT + $75 TUITION INCREASE, EFFECTIVE NOV. 1, 1989 
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Chief Justice Rehnquist Discusses Samuel Chase Trial 
Continued From Page One 
organized by members of tfte Ann Arbor 
Committee to Defend Abortion Rights. and 
joined by the Revolutionary Workers 
League: the protest also was supported by 
the campus-wide Lesbian and Gay Rights 
Organizing Committee and the Socially· 
Active latino Students Association. as well 
as various other community organizations. 
LeoHeaUeyofthe DepartmentofPublic 
Safety said that he did not anticipate the 
overcrowding in Hutchins 100. According 
to Heatly. there were an estimated 300 
people inside the auditorium with an 
additional one hundred outside in the hall. 
Despite the unexpectedly large crowd. 
Heatley stated during the lecture that the 
protestors were no problem and that they 
were orderly. 
Protestors Chant During 
Rehnquist Speech 
Chief JustiCe William Rehnquist was 
mel by a small group of protestors duling 
his speech on Thursday. Some thirty 
protes tors. am1ed with a bullhorn. chanted 
·one. two. three. four. open up the Law 
Quad door.· In response to their not being 
let In to the room where Rehnqulst was 
speaking. law School officials and security 
personnel screened entrants by asking to 
see their Law School identification. 
Following this chant. they pounded on 
doors. 
The chants subsided for a short time. 
then began anew. under the windows of 
Room 100. · R.:"\cist. sexist. anti-gay. William 
Rehnquist~oaway. ·These chants drowned 
out Rehnqulst's speech on the light side of 
the room. closest to those windows. This 
prompted Dean Lee Bollinger to leave the 
room to confront the protestors. According 
to Res Gestae staffers. Bollinger asked the 
protestors to leave. and said they would be 
arrested if they did not. When a protestor 
queslloned his request. Bollingerreportedly 
said. ·we're not here to debate the law. · 
Amnesty International 
Forms Chapter 
By Steve Chalk 
e-xpressed Its hesitation to acknowledge 
Some of the protestors apparently did not 
recognize Bollinger. One man. leaving the 
scene. remarked, "Who Is that guy. 
anyway?" 
Rehnquist smlles during chat with students and faculty. 
Photo by Monica Baum 
The Public Interest law Conference 
held last spring at the law school may lead 
hundreds of people to appeal to foreign 
governments for the protection of their 
citizens· baste human lights. Such ap-
peals. In the form of letters to heads of 
state, represent the main fun ction of 
Amnesty International. according to Mark 
Rushin. a second-year law s tudent who co-
chairs U of M's newest chapter. Rushin 
said the chapter began due to interest 
generated by the spling conference. 
the value of the committee. ---------------------------------
·we were able to get 100 people to wiile 
a letter" on October 4, requesting the Co-
lombian government to protect a trade 
unionist from death threats. Rushin said. 
Law s tudents and others wrote the letters 
at what Rushin said the club hopes to 
make a monthly literature table In front of 
Room 100 Hutchins Hall. 
According to Rushin, law school chap-
ters diller from others by working largely 
on behalf of persecuted lawyers and judges. 
"When we wiite letters. we wlite as one 
professional to another.· 
Amnesty currently Is working nation-
Wide to urge Congressional ratification of 
The United Nations Convention Against 
Torture and other Cruel. Inhuman or 
Degrading Treatment or Punishment. ac-
cording to second-year law s tudent Blian 
Pendleton, chapter member and chair of 
the Convenllon against Torture Commit· 
tee. ·one of our concerns Is that heanngs 
be held in the U.S. Senate.· Pendleton said. 
"The U.S. has expressed some reserva-
tions that [Amnesty International) feels 
would affect the crecllbil.ity of the country· 
lf the U.S. only accepts the Convention 
conditionaUy. Pendleton said. He added 
that the Convention seeks to establish a 
committee through which signatory s tales 
can report violations to the United Nations, 
and yet the U.S. Slate Department has 
"The committee is an important en-
forcement mechanism.· Pendleton said. 
Rushin said the chapter now features 
about 15 active members. with at least 25 
others who are contacted regularly by 
pendaflex. "AI. operates in a behind-the-
scenes way.· Pendleton added, ·so stu-
dents may not hear a lot about it.· Rushin 
pointed out that the monthly literature 
tables should at least be quite visible. 
According to group co-chair Dora Rose. 
the chapter's incepllon actually helps to 
"fill a great void" In one area of the law 
school curiiculum. 
"I think we'll provide a forum to ad-
dress some human rights Issues that 
haven't been addressed {here) before.· Rose 
said. She added that the new focus on 
human rights resulting from one of Profes-
sor Bruno Simma ·s seminars gives the new 
Amnesty chapter a chance to make positive 
use of increased student awareness. 
While Amnesty may sometimes be 
portrayed as a left-wing organization. 
Rushin said the group tries to remain non-
political. Pendleton noted that 'We often 
[oppose) nations that exercise violence.· 
thus encompassing both liberal and con-
servative regimes. 
Rushin and Pendleton said they 
downplayed the need to gain practical 
advantages or job opportunities from 
human rights work. Pendleton said. how-
ever, "I hope to be involved In the Interna-
tional field for the rest of my life. and 
contacts made through A. I. might help." 
The basic humanitarian concern that 
motivates many law students also propels 
the local group. Rushin said. 
·a only takes a few hours a week to 
greatly help people who are worse off than 
you are.· 
LSSS Announces 
Party for Friday 
By Maureen McAndrew 
The Law School Student Senate met 
briefly on October 23rd and discussed a 
smatteiing oflssues including social events 
and first year summer starters' complaints 
regarding student course evaluations for 
property. 
lSSS President John Moore informed 
the Senate that the law student who 
allegedly submitted a suggestion form 
containing profanity to the CCRB denied 
submitting the form. Moore stated that the 
student's account was credible. 
Moore then announced that the LSSS Is 
sponsoiing a Halloween party this Fiiday 
night at the Phld House. The ne.'Ct party 
will be held In the lawyers Club on 
November 11th. 
Vice President Mike lawrence asked 
for, and obtained, Senate volunteers to 
help out with the law School tours for 
Parents' Weekend on November 4th. 
Treasurer Beth Rlckher dJstributed the 
new Budget Allocations and Disbursement 
Procedures to the Senate. She then obtained 
a vote of the Senate required to transfer 
money from one of the International Law 
Society's accounts to another. Rlckher 
also informed the group that the social 
committee. with only three co-chairs, feels 
"swamped.· and would like more members 
and possibly another'co-chair to help with 
upcoming events. parUcularly the clothing 
sale at the end of this semester. 
Rickher then menUoned to Jeff Groulx. 
the fln;t year summer starter representative. 
that she needed receipts for $370 In 
expenses from summer social events. 
Groulx stated that he would assist 
Rickher. He then Informed the Senate that 
his section's student evaluation forms were 
sent to Professor Krier. their property 
professor. a month before he submitted his 
grades. Groulx has discussed the matter 
with Dean Eklund. and has urged the 
administration to adopt formal rules 
concerning when evaluations may be sent 
to professors. Currently. there Is no formal 
procedure. Groulx spoke of the summer 
starters' common dissatisfaction with the 
way the adminstratlon has treated them. 
s tating that many feel "burned.· ·we are 
the forgotten tribe: he added. Groubc. later 
claimed that the "lost tribe" comment was 
a joke. 
John Moore Informed the senate that a 
law student wrote a letter suggesting that 
something be done with the many 
aluminum cans that are thrown out In the 
garbage to benefit the homeless. Mike 
Lawrence s uggested having special 
containers for cans. and then added that 
the student who wrote the letter might 
speak before the senate. 
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Classifieds 
Announcements or personal notes may be turned in to Lisa Salvia's pendafiex (3L) by noon Monday for publication 
the following Wednesday. Recognized student organizations in good standing with the RG may place announcements 
of upcoming events or meetings free of charge. Individuals may place personal notes for 50¢ for the first 25 words, 
and 25¢ for each additionallO worda. Remittance must be submitted with your ad. 
/1 nottces 1//1 notices 1111 notices ill L'::::=:l =====n=ott====' ce=s ~·II 
Prof.GennadyDanilenkofrom1belnstltute NEED RELPWI1H RESEARCH? Whether LexisorWestlaw. or do a computer search The Intellectual Property Students 
of State and Law. Soviet Academy of you're worldng on a seminar paper. doing of non-law sources. WHERE: S-1. at the Association Invites all s tudents to a 
Sciences. Moscow. w1l1 be gtvtng a talk on a brtef for Case Club, looking for info on a Reference/ lnfonnation Desk. WHEN: 10 presentation on "Technology Trademark 
Constitutional Refonn in the Soviet Union, law firm or a judge, or doing research for a .m. to 9 p.m. Mon. - Thurs.; 10 a.m. to 5 Practice", presented by Henry V. Bany of 
Thurs .. Oct. 26. 12:45 p.m. in the Lawyer's class discussion. the Reference Ubrarians p.m. Frt; Noon to 9 p.m. Sun. Student Desk Cooley. God ward. Castro, Huddleson & 
Club Lounge. Sponsore!i by the In the llbrazy can help you organize your Assistants are also available to help you 9 Tatum of Palo Alto, CA. Wed .• October 25, 
Int'!mational Law Society. search. show you how to use the llbrazy a.m. - midnight Sun. -sat. at the Reference/ 12 p.m .• Rm. 138 Hutchins HalL 
and Its collection. give a refresher lesson on Infonnation Desk. 
Cowboys Should Finally Win a Game 
this game number one next week. The 
Vikings· defense is the best in the league. I 
expect them to put great pressure on Phil 
Simms. Jumbo Elliott cannot pass protect 
consistently. and he s hould be benched at 
lefltackle for Eric !':1oore. Keith Millard will 
eat the Giants' offensive line a]i\·e. He is 
s imply too quick and strong for the Giants 
to handle. Herschel Walk~r \ .. ill run at the 
right side of the Giants' qefenslve line and 
gain atleast 120 yards. Lawrence Taylor is 
going to have make his presence felt in this 
game for the Giants to have a chance. The 
Vikings will shut down Ottis Anderson. 
and Phil Simms will have to throw often. 
He won't have the time to, and the Vikings' 
secondary will shut down the Giants' re-
ceivers even if he does. This game won't be 
pretty for Giants' fans. New York should 
not be favored In this game. In my best pick 
for the week. take thct'VIkings and the 
points. Minnesota31. NewYorkGiants 17. 
Continued from Page Ten 
Cowboys. This game could be close. Dallas 
may not be a good team. but their players 
are gMng good effort. The Cowboys are 
going to win a game this season; the ques-
tion Is when. It could be this week. Steve 
Walsh has shown that he has the ability to 
become a good N.F.L. quarterback. The 
Cowboys' defense Is not good because It is 
too slow, but Phoenix's offense Is not as 
explosive as lt was last year because of the 
losses ofNeU Lomax and Roy Green. In an 
upset. I will go with the Cowboys, and 
probably regret lt. Dallas 26, Phoenix 24. 
Atlanta (2-5) will play In New Orleans 
against the Saints (3-4). I should have 
known better than to pick the Falcons to 
Win on the road last week. I will not make 
the same mistake twice. New Orleans Is 
better than their record suggests. In fact. 
they should not be counted out· of the 
playoffs. Bobby Hebert wlll throw several 
touchdown passes and the Saints wlll beat 
the Falcons by at leas t a touchdown. New 
Orleans 30, Atlanta 20. 
The Los Angeles Rams (5-2) will play 
the Chicago Bears (4-2) at Soldier Field. A 
few weeks ago, I thought the Rams were the 
best team In football. That was before the 
Vikings acquired Herschel Walker and 
before the Rams lost two games In a row. 
They were simply outplayed and outhlt by 
New Orleans last week. The Rams' receiv-
ers are not playing as well as they should. 
The Rams' defense Is Inconsistent They 
are still a good team, but lt won't be easy to 
Win in Chicago. The Bears are at a cross-
roads. If they lost in Cleveland on Monday 
night. they will go Into this game against 
the Rams with three straight losses. A loss 
to the Rams would put Ute Bears' playoff 
hopes into doubt. The Rams offense 
matches ·UP well against the Bears' de-
fense. and for that reason I will go with the 
Rams. Los Angeles Rams 24. Chicago 23. 
The Detroit Lions (1 ·6) will visit Mil-
waukee to play the Green Bay Packers (3-
4). Green Bay lost their las t two games on 
the road. They are still a good team. but t~e 
Lions will not be a pushover. Detroit's 
defense is playing well again. Miami ran 
well against Green Bay last week. so I 
expect Barry Sanders to do the same, pro-
vided he ls healthy .enough to give a full 
effort. On the advice of Craig Shennan. I 
expect Detroit to prevail by the spread. 
Green Bay 24. Detroit 20. 
In the best game of the week. U1e 
Minnesota Vikings (5-2) will play the New 
York Giants (6-1) at the Meadowlands on 
Monday night. The Giants suffered a seri-
ous loss In San Diego last week when tight 
end Mark Bavaro suffered a sprained knee. 
Minnesota Is the best team In football. but 
lf the Giants win this game, this could be 
the Giants' year. I will rank the winner of 
Kirkland -& Ellis 
ofWashington, D.C. 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third-year students on 
Friday, Nove111ber 3 
for positions in our 1990 Summer Associate Program and for full-time positions 
beginning Fall, 1990. 
Kirkland & Ellis has a diversified Washington litigation and regulatory practice that involves more than 75 
attorneys in numerous issues on the forefront o(the law. For more than 50 years, since the founding of the 
Washin~on office in 1930, the firm has specialized in handling novel and challenging matters involving signifi-
cant Issues of public policy. In addition, we are somewhat unique among Washington firms because of our 
strong national litigation practice. In all, our office practices in the following areas: litigation; environmental 
law, i~~l~ding occupational safety and health; transportation safety; antitrust and trade regulation; mergers; 
acqUisitiOns and takeovers; corporate, securities, commodities and banking; labor and pensions; government 
contracts; intellectual property; energy; and legislative counseling. 
Late interview sign-up begins in the Placement Office on October 27. 
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Notre Dame Is Acting Like Miami 
Continued from Page Eleven 
fmally. supertority. I heartily approved. I am, in most 
ways, a college football traditionalist. It just didn't seem 
the same If Notre Dame wasn't flying high at the top of 
college football. AND doing so with the grace and Integrtty 
that few programs could match. Heck, I used to wake up 
Sunday mornings at 8:00 a.m. just to watch Lindsay 
Nelson broadcast "Notre Dame replay· because Notre 
Dame WAS college football. or at least collectively personi-
fied everything I liked about it. 
However. now it seems the players feel it necessary to 
engage in new tactics; new behavior apparently designed 
to lntlmJdate and show up the oppos ition. And yes. if 
necessary. engage in extracurrtcular back-alley abuse of 
the opponent. I sincerely hope Notre Dame ceases this 
neanderthallsh behavior. Great champions not only win; Cougars can be summed up by ·see above.· Even after 
they earn everyone's admiration and respect. Pre-game being asked by SMU officials to not run up the score and 
harrasment and brnwls should be left to the Miami's of to let the clock run In the second Mlf. many In the Houston 
college sports; Mlam{ may win the national championship, camp laughed In SMU's faces and boldly predicted 100 
and yes, their type of demeanor may In some way boost points and 1000 yards against the Mustangs. Ooooh. 
their performance or detract from their opponent's abili- whatblgtoughguysyouare! After the game, whydon'tyou 
ties. but I would never call them champions. There's a go dowrl to 7-11 and beat up some little kids? The Houston 
dltrerence, and to find It one need only cast an admiring eye officials had the audacity after the game to say that they 
at the Notre Dames, Penn State's, and others of college tried not to run the score up! Yeah right. Houston threw 
football who've shown for many years It's possible and two touchdown passes ln the fourth quarter after they 
preferable to win with dignity and class. I hope that already amassed 81 points! They threw passes on their 
Saturday's conduct was a mere aberration, and that I can last possession. They threw passes to a rotating set of 
go back to respecting the Irish for the WAY they win. fresh receivers every series, and didn't stop even when it 
Respect will never be earned J UST BECAUSE you win. became apparent that SMU simply had no one left that 
Finally. much that I have to say about the Houston could even remotely challenge them at all. These guys are 
Spirits of Halloween Visit Superclerk 
BIG-TIME jerks. It's no wonder Houston Is back on 
probation. The mentality that got them Into that position 
Is the .same one that would allow someone to continually 
pummel...Jn the most darnagtng and deblllting way pos-
sible. an already beaten and defenseless person. And 
that's exactly what Houston gleefully did to SMU Sa tur-
day. As lead jerk Andre Ware stated after the game: "It was 
j ust another day at the office.· I'm sure it was business as 
usual. 
Continued from Page Eight 
by three spirits. the law clerks of the past. present and 
Future.· 
"Now hold on: I Interrupted. "1bls is a Halloween 
story. That 'three-spirit' s tuff is definitely Christmas.· 
"So sue me!" he bellowed. "As I was saying. three 
spirits. Learn from them tha t you might avoid the fa te I am 
doomed to suffer.· With that he shuddered a hideous 
shudder. 
"What fate Is that?" I Inqulred. 
He laughed Insanely. "Have you ever taught criminal 
law to a room full of firs t-years?" 
The thought was too horrible to contempla te. I 
fainted. 
When I awoke. he was gone. I looked through the 
house but could find no trace of my vis itor. Convincing 
:nyself that It was a stress-Induced hallucination, I went 
back to my typlng. 
Minutes la ter, carne another knock at the door: I 
repeated the above sequence ofjaw-dropplng, pulse quick-
enlng etc. When that was over, the apparition looked me 
oo;er and I looked It over. It was a tall figure dressed In a 
fhwing black robe. It held a huge s taff with a scale of 
justice mounted a top. Its face was obscured by a large. 
black hood. It pointed a bony finger at me but said not a 
'li'Ord. 
"Now waft a minute, · I said. "I know this story and 
you're supposed to be the last s pirit. The ghost ofKamlsar 
said there would be three s piri ts. What happened to the 
other two?" 
Slowly the apparftlon moved his hand up to the right 
Slde of his head, lndex finger pointed to his ear. He made 
a small circling motion with his Index finger. I understood. 
"Okay, spirtt oflaw clerks future. Show me what you 
iill .• 
With that. he grabbed my arm and we stepped out Into 
!he hall. Instantly, we were a t my firm. Holt, Duncan, 
1f1tson and Delah. The drapes were pulled over the 
wmdows and the lights were dimmed. Strangled sobs and 
other wailing could be heard. 
As we walked through the corridors of the firm. all 
around, attorneys and secretaries were weeping softly. 
Many a strong Partner was hunched over his desk, a 
s tream of tears puddling on the blotter. I myself began to 
cry. 
"What Is it s pirit? Am I to die? Is that what will become 
of me? I know tha t I'm s upposed to think that someone 
else has died and In the end it turns out to be me. Is that 
what happened?" 
The great. dark spirit shook h is head slowly. He . 
extended a s keletal arm and pointed loan office across the 
hall - the office of the Hiring Partner. 
"No, not Phil. Don't tell me Phil has died?" I started 
shaking. 
Again my companion shook his head. We approached 
the office and looked ln. The Hiring Partner was seated at 
his desK. a look of shock and numbness s pread across his 
face. He was whispering something over and over. 
"What's he saying?" I demanded. "I must know!" 
PREDICTIONS OF TOP GAMES THIS WEEK 
(Last week. Harold was 4-3 straight up. and 3-3- 1 
against the spread. For the year. he Is 29-15- 1 straight up. 
and 22-20-3 against the spread.) 
MIAMI 27 FLORIDA SfA1E 24 
NOTRE DAME 23 PITISBURGH 20 
COLORADO 34 OKLAHOMA 21 
MICHIGAN 20 INDIANA 9 
AlABAMA 19 PENN SfA1E 17 
HOUSTON 38 ARKANSAS 31 
SOUTH CJ\ROLINA 24 NORTii CAROLINA SfA1E 20 
I moved In close. The words r;:::======================================================:;, 
were spoken softly and with 
utter horror. The s pirit's pres -
ence urged me closer to the 
Hiring Partner. Finally. I could 
make out the words. 
"I can't believe I hired Bob 
J ones.· 
I woke up screaming In my 
bed. 
The next day, I went to 
work with a new attitude. I 
would change. What I had 
seen would not come to pass. I 
would make sure they'd never 
hlre me. Walt, that's not what 
I meant. I mean they'd never 
regret hiring me. That's ll 
By the way. I hate haunted 
houses. 
Fish & Neave 
of New York, New York 
looks forward to interiewing second and third-year 
students on 
Friday, November 3 
Sonnenschein, Carlin, Nath & 
Rosenthal 
for summer and permanent employment in 1990. 
Our firm specializes in the enforcement and defense 
of intellectual property rights, including patents, 
trade secrets and trademarks. A technical 
background may be helpful, but is not required. 
I 
of Chicago, New York, Washington D.C., 
& San Francisco 
is pleased to announce that we will be interviewing 
interested second and third-year students on 
Monday, November 6 
for summer and permanent employment, 1990. 
Late interview sign-up begins in the Placement Offzce on October 30. 
, 
. . ..... : ..... ':. .... -
*PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA OFFICE TO OPEN 
SUMMER 1990 
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A Halloween Tale: The Ongoing Adventures of Superclerk 
By Robert L. Jones 
This summer. my wife and !lived In a haunted house. 
Actually, It was a sorority house and It wasn't really 
haunted. Well.! think It was haunted but no one ever died 
there or anything. My wife went to college In Indianapolis 
and since we needed a place to live for the summer. we 
were allowed to house-sit her old sorority. 1\o rent, no 
utilities. (no women) and lots of room · in fact. four floors 
of empty rooms. Did I mention that the house was 
haunted? 
After only a week In our summer abode. my wife 
returned to Ann Arbor to ftnlsh up work at her old job. She 
would be In Ann Arbor for ten days. Normally. this would 
not be a problem. I'm a big boy and can stay by myself. 
Unfortunately. this was not a normal summer. 
After a long day at the office, I found myself at the 
sorority typing away on my computer. We were living in 
the house-mother's apartment. a suite of two rooms on the 
ground floor. Outside. a thunderstorm cracked and a 
tornado warning flashed into effect. !Imagined I heard the 
clank of chains nearby. I shivered with each blast and 
closed the door to the apa.rtment. being sure to double lock 
it. Feeling better. I turned back to my wti tin g. I wished my 
wife were there. 
Suddenly {note: the use of the word ·suddenly" when 
applied to a person-alone·in·a-scary-house-story should 
be read with all due trepidation). there was a loud knock 
on the apartment door. My Jaw dropped to the floor, my 
pulse quickened. It was what I had been dreading. A 
knock on the door so deep within the house could only 
mean one thing. instant death. 
Picking up my jaw. I quickly grabbed my fencing foil I 
kept nearby and with a quivering hand flung open the 
door. To my dismay. I was confronted by a hideous 
apparition standing in the hall. In u tter horror. a scream 
wrenched from my lips. It was ... Yale Kamisar! 
He appeared as he had the last time I had seen him 
alive. {Editor's Note: 1he last time Mr. Jones had seen him. 
YK was altve. 1he fact that he has not died since does not 
alter the truth of the statement.] He swept into the room in 
a brown suit holding a beat-up copy of 1s t Amendment by 
Yale Kamisar under his arm. Chains and manacles hung 
from his limbs. I cowered In terror. He opened hts seating 
chart and looked me over. 
"Mr. Peart.· he said. 
·urn ... • I stammered. "No. I'm not Peart.· 
"Mr. Lee?" 
"No ... • 
"Then who the hell are you?" 
"Mr. Jones.· 
·oh. yeah. This thing's screwed up. I thought you 
were suppO"-~'d to be in ;>.1lnncapolis this summer. Oh 
well. · 
1 was bt-ginnin!-( to marshal my courage and I stood. 
This was somethin~ with which I was familiar. In fact. I 
was becoming deeply curious about the purpose of his 
visit. I asked him what he was doing he re. 
"What is anybody doing here? How should I know?' 
he answered. "Oh. wait. Right. Tonight you will be \isited 
See Spirits, Page Seven 
Halloween Videos: Available at the Store Near You 
Cont inued from Page Twelve 
doddering senior partner Otto Generian removes his glass 
eye and attaches It, boutonniere-fashion, to the lapel of a 
mJd-level associate's suit jacket ·so I can keep an eye on 
you .· The partner's evident favoritism and perpetual wink 
Is taken amiss by a rival associate, Bill Constant, who 
catches Generian napping. throttles him {sna rling. "here's 
some hands-on experience for you") and skewers him 
repeatedly with a letter opener {"How's this for being ·on 
point?'") Bill dismembers the body in the executive 
washroom and runs the remains through the document 
shredder. muttering insanely about "the cutting edge of 
the law.· Constant finally deposits the corpse in an old 
case ftle. under "habeas corpus .• One token of the deed is 
retained by Constant: he saves Gene !ian's Rolex. which he 
keeps in his breast pocket. wrapped In cotton, and which 
he uses to measure and record his billable hours. 
Months later, the partner's absence is noted. Two 
policemen. Detective Mutt and Officer Jeff. conduct purely 
routine interviews ofFebold attorneys and s taff. Constant 
greets them s uavely and answers all their questions with 
seeming openness . Cenetian, says Constant. probably 
just went to visit his mother. The officers nod, but ask 
more questions. Constant, meanwhile, is getting 
increasingly edgy; he has billed only 9.4 hours that day. 
and is eager to keep his daily average up to par. Perhaps 
he can mark this time down as pro bono . .. but no, he 
imagines he hears the Rolex ticking reprovingly. and 
louder, ever louder, ordering him to be productive. He Is 
sure the officers only pretend not to hear the watch. and 
Constant thinks It the height ofbad manners not to let him 
return to work. The officers, apparently oblivious to 
Constant's unease, chatter on. as the ticking becomes 
more Insistent, more demandJng. Beaten, Constant pulls 
out the watch: "Demons! Dissemble no more . .. It is the 
ticking of his exorable Rolex ... . The body 1s there. in that 
drawer. Now, please close the door on your way out - I 
have a client on the line.· 
The ensuing murder trial dominates the second half of 
the film. Bill pleads temporary insanity, claiming he killed 
Generian during an "unreasonable setzure"; argues that 
the arresting officers violated antitrus tlaws by not trusting 
him and by wasting his time "in restraint oftrade"; claims 
the killing was an "exercise of his constitutional right of 
due [food) process[lng]"; and finally asserts that the diced 
remains are inadmissible because they cons titute 
"privileged attorney work product. " In a surprise holding, 
J udge Felix Fran.kenfurter reverses the Jury verdict, 
aacceptlng defense cot.:nsel Hale Commissar's contention 
that Cons tant was not properly Mirandized, and ruling in 
addition that constant has a valid tort action against the 
officers for "dissembling under color of law.· 
Pit v. Pendleton 
An update of the Poe classic. 2L Ernest I. Dealiss 
returns from a summer which split between two Jobs. The 
first. a public interest group called the National Alliance to 
Improve VIrtually Everything. located in a crumbling. 
reeking and rat-infested abandoned housing project in 
Pittsfield - an office so In tolerable Deal iss privately dubs 
It "the Pit" - offers a salary he deems "the plltance· . 
·s uperficially. it's a sacrifice.· says the group's charismatic 
leader. "But think of all the money you will saue by joining 
us: thousands for fancy clothes we don't wear here, tens 
of thousands In taxes on the excess salary we don't pay . 
. . and as for travel and housing and entertainment 
expenses . why, you can live tight here In the project. spend 
your time working for us. and save those costs. too. 
Remember. a salary saved Is a salary earned." 
The second half was spent a t Antoinette. Marcos & 
Shaw. a prosperous. blue-blood corporate firm where 
ernest had a spacious com er office with a view of the bay, 
a stupendous salary and all the comforts . .. but where 
Ernest was forced to wear the corporate uniform. which he 
found unbearable - es pecially the s tiff-necked and 
scratchy button-down shirt ("the Pendleton"). Wearing 
the Pendleton was sheer torture for Dealiss. as his size 
fifteen neck was nearly choked by the s htrt's thirteen Inch 
collar. "You'll get used to It,· says Antoinette's hiring 
partner reassuringly. "and a good finn fit - es pecially 
around the throat - 1s everything here. When you make 
partner, take It ofT, give It to someone else. That Is . If It 
doesn't feel natural by then." 
In the hideous d ream se~uence that concludes the 
film. Ernest finds htmselftrapped In a stall in the placement 
office. He can only stand s peechless before black-robed 
and hooded lnquJsltors who Incessantly ask what he Is 
looking for. who mercilessly demand to hear any questions 
he might have, and who urge h tm to choose, and to choose 
now: "You are stubborn, Dealiss . . . perhaps our 
sophisticated, complex practice will loosen your tongue . 
. .. " As yellow lights flash s troboscopically. the walls drip 
red Ink and begin to close ln. In the center of the room, a 
chasm gapes . .. It opens over the National AlJiance offices. 
Ernest shrinks back and sees above him, Imperceptibly 
d rawing nearer . Antoinette's hiring part ner . who gleefully 
proffers an oxford cloth s trait Jacket. 
The Case of Amontillado 
"The thousand Injuries of Professor Fortunato I bore 
as best I could." begins this classic retelling of the Poe epic. 
Here. the crazed protagonist 3L BuzzArplotha tcher hatches 
a bizarre plot to revenge himself on the chaired instructor 
who callously refused to let him pass during Interview 
equals to professors. Buzz approaches the tipsy Fortunato. 
Deep in the bowels of Legal Research, Buzz avers. he 
has found Amontillado u. Muscatel. the one precedent 
Fortunato needs to complete his defi nHive hornbook on 
the common law of wine labelling. Fortunato demands 
that Buzz Immediately take him to the case reporter. 
Cunningly, Buzz objects: the hour Is la te and Fortunato's 
delicate health will not tolerate the perpetual mold and 
damp that permeate the stacks. No, Buzz says . he should 
instead show the case to Professor Beneteach. a nattily-
dressed but still-untenured adjunct. Wild with jealousy of 
Beneteach and lustful for string cites. Fortuna to insists. 
and Buzz leads the way. 
No guard, ofcourse . ls on duty atLR. and the two pass 
unnoticed Into the stacks. Further and further they 
proceed, into increasing gloom and dankness. They must 
stop. they must tum around, Buzz pleads: smell the 
mildew. see the greasy dust encrusting the volumes! 
Fortunato Is Insistent: they continue, and at long last 
reach the end of a passageway. A natural ruche is formed 
at the intersection of two bookshelves : a s tudy carrel. 
Herein . Buzz intones. Is the lost case, A montUiado. 
Confused, Fortunato blunders into the wall - and Buzz 
quickly Installs an electric library security gate! Fortunato 
retreats: he cannot pass through it because he wears a 
pacemaker. 
Now Buzz swings an empty bookcase to block the 
carrel . . . as Fortunato rants and threatens an ethics 
hearing. Buzz hefts a weighty tome. Waiuer of Estoppel in 
Standing Disputes, from a stack of Fortunato's co!!ected 
works and carefully slides it place on the bottom shelf. He 
picks up another- Concurrence in the Result:Tile Compleat 
Opinions of Justice Byron White (annoL) - and places il 
ne:'Ct to the first. He works methodically, book after book. 
row upon. row: It Tolls for Thee: Ecclesiastical Antecedents 
of or to the Statute of Limita tions, The Tal.e of the Rule 
Against Perpetuities. La.teNightMeditationsontheDonnant 
Commerce Clause, Rebutting Primae Facie ConstrucHue 
Priuity in Quasi·Quantum Meruit At las t. a single book is 
needed to completely entorne Fortunato: Fortunato's 
magnum opus. an eighteen-pound missive entitled The 
Weight of Aulhorii!J. Buzz pauses, panting, and at last 
Fortunato speaks: "Indubitab ly a fine jest. .:\tr. 
Arplotha tcher. The lost case, indeed. We'll have a good 
laugh about this in the faculty lounge." Buzz merely 
echoes, "the lost case.· "FOR TiiE LOVE OF LEARNlNG. 
MR. ARPLOTIIATCHERI" "Yes,· Buzz echoes, "for the love 
of learning," and inserts the fmal book. 
For a generation no one visits the passageway or 
disturbs the shelves. Res ipsa loquitur. 
season. On the night of the annual Crease Ball, when Not reviewed: 
inhibitions disappear and students may speak almost as •. "Friday t,h.e _'I)l.ir.tc;enth 9: The Final Summation" 
..... ............ ,.. ............. .. ···-- ····· · ......... . ... 
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THE VERDICT IS IN . .. 
KAPLAN-SMH IS MICHIGAN'S 
BAR REVIEW! 
AT EVERY MICHIGAN LAW SCHOOL, 
KAPLAN-SMH PASS RATES EXCEL! 
• WE SET NEW PASSING HIGHS FOR THE FEBRUARY, 1988 M ICHIGAN 
BAR EXAM. 
• Ar\'0 NOW ... WHILE THE STATEWIDE PASS RATES DECLINED FOR THE 
J ULY, 1988 EXAM, WE REPEATED OUR OUTSTANDING PASS 
RATES AT EVERY MICHIGAN LAW SCHOOL! 
FIRST TIME TEST TAKERS 
SCHOOL RATE KAPLAN·SMH RATE 
WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY 92°/o 98°/o 
UNIVERSITY OF DETROIT 83°/o 92°/o 
DETROIT COLLEGE OF LAW 60°/o 65°/o 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 90°/o 92°/o 
THOMAS COOLEY 74°/o 92°/o 
TOTAL MICHIGAN LAW SCHOOLS 79°/o 89°/o 
.. SMH 
Ann Arbor 
203 E. Hoover St. 
Ann Arbor. MI 48104-3704 
(313) 662-31 49 
BAR REVIEW SERVICES 
See your Cantpus Rep, or call: 
Ea.~t Lansing Detroit Area 
1111 Michigan Ave. Crossroads Office Centre 
E. Lansing , Ml 48823-4019 16250 Northland Drive 
(517) 332-2539 Southfield, MI 48075-5205 
(3 13) 569-5320 
Grand Rapids 
2627 East Be1tline S.E. 
Grand Rapids. MI 49506-5937 
(616) 957-9701 
KAPLAN·SMH, MICHIGAN.'$ BAR REVIEW 
• ,... ' ,. , • , t t c • ' ~ I I .. • • , • oJ , • 
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Vikings, Giants Clash on Monday Night 
By J erry Pinn 
Last week. not including the results of Monday night's 
game between theChJcagoBearsand the Cle"-eland Browns. 
I was 6· 7 against the spread. and 8·5 without the spread. 
My cumulative record ls now 13-24-1 against the s pread. 
and 24· 15 without the spread. I am going to try to make 
more in lelligent picks. and not make so many based on gut 
feelings. Being a Giants fan. I do not like the Philadelphia 
Eagles or the Washington Redskins. I picked both to win 
against the spread this week. It is bad enough that they 
dld Win. but on top of that they did not win agaJnst the 
points. They make me mad by winning and even more mad 
by not beating the spread for me. 
In a new wrinkle. I am now going to offer. if anyone 
wants It, my best pick for the week. This past week. I was 
most sure that the Minnesota Vikings would beat the 
spread (7 points) against the Detroit Lions. and sure 
enough. they won by 13. The Vikings are now, In my 
opinJon. the best team in the N.F.L. TwoAF.C. teams that 
now look strong are Denver and Houston (who I picked to 
play the Vikings in the Superbowl before the season 
started). Here Is a preview of how I see this week's games. 
The Miami Dolphins (4-3) wiHvisit Buffalo (5-2) to play 
the BUis. This Is an important divisional game for both 
teams. Buffalo won the first encounter in Miami on the 
last play of the game as Jim Kelly (who will be out for this 
game) scrambled Into the endzone. Both teams are 
playing better than I thought they would. I am going to 
pick an upset and take Miami to Win. I believe Dan Marino 
will have a good game. because the Dolphin offensive line 
Is good enough to protect Marino from the Bills' Bruce 
Smith and ComeUus Bennett. Frank Reich played well 
against the Jets last week. but I don't think he will be able 
to score enough points to beat the Dolphins. Miaml27, 
Buffalo 23. 
The Indianapolis Colts (4-3) will host the New England 
Pabiots (2-5). The Colts are a better team, but they s uffer 
letdowns. Since they do play well at home. I will pick them 
to beat the Patriots. The Colts have to avoid turnovers and 
shut down Joh!l Stephens. Steve Grogan is a very smart. 
and still able. quarterback for New England. but their 
defense is not as good as it would be without Andre Tippett. 
Ronnie Llppett. and Garin Verls (all lost for the season) 
playing. Indianapolis 27, New England 20. 
The New York Jets (1 -6) have the unenviable task of 
playing the 49'ers (6-1) in San Francisco. The J ets are 
playing terribly. Joe Montana may not be healthy enough 
tostartagainstl'jewYork. butlt won't matter. Unless San 
Francisco suffers an incredible letdown. thJs game won't 
be close. San Francisco 3 1. New York 14. 
Tampa Bay (3-4) will play in Cincinnati (4-3). Cincin-
nati bas lost their last two games at home. They are a 
better team than the Bucs. but Tampa has played every-
body tough so far this year. I just cannot Imagine the 
Bengals losing three in a row at home, so I will take the 
Bengals. Boomer Eslason has to play better than he has 
the past two weeks. If Tampa's defense can hold the 
Bengals to 20 points. the Bucs could win this game. 
Cincinnati 24. Tampa Bay 20. 
The Houston Oilers (4-3) will play the Browns in 
Cleveland (3-3). Houston is now playing up to their abili ty. 
Warren Moon is throWing the ball very well. and his 
receivers are getting open deep. Cleveland's offense Is not 
playing nearly as well as It has In years past It Is not all 
Bernie Kosar's fault: the whole offense appears disorgan-
Ized. Houston will win In a close gan1e. Houston 24, 
Cleveland 21. 
Pittsburgh (3-4) will host the Kansas City Chiefs (3-4). 
Kansas City usually doesn't play well on the road. but their 
defense will shut down Pittsburgh if Todd Blackledge Is 
playing quarterback. Chris tian Okoye Is turning Into a 
terrifying runner. Pittsburgh may be able to shut him 
down. but they won't be able to score enough points to Win. 
Kansas City 20. Pittsburgh 13. 
In a very good match up. the Philadelphia Eagles (5-2) 
will play in Denver against the Broncos (6-1). This will be 
a very exciting game which won't be decided until the 
fourth quarter. John Elway will face a pass rush the likes 
of which he has never seen belore. Denver had trouble 
protecting Elway against Seattle last week. Reggie White 
and company are going to be coming after Elway this 
Sunday. and they will get to him. Randall Cunningham of 
the Eagles has not played very well t.I-Je last three weeks. 
but I beUeve he will have a productive t~ay In Denver. The 
Broncos receivers are capable of beatin[! the Eagles' sec-
ondary. but It won't matter lf Elway dcx·sn't have time. 
Philadelphia 27. Denver 26. 
The Los Angeles Raiders (3·4) will host ~.he Washing-
ton Redsklns (4-3). This game Is also an interesting 
matchup. The Raiders' defense has giVen up only 31 
points In Its last three games. Jay Schroeder will be 
playing agaJnst his old teammates for the first time since 
being traded to the Raiders. Bo Jackson will have to gain 
I 00 yards for the Raiders to win because the Raiders' 
quarterbacks have not played well recently. I expect 
Gerald Riggs to have a big day. Washington 30. Los 
Angeles Raiders 24. 
Tiic Snn Diego Chargers (2-5) will play the Seahawks 
(3-4) in Seattle. The Seahawks have lost all three of their 
games at home so far this season. This is unexpected. San 
Diego Is a young. Improving team. but it has too many 
holes to contend. Seattle is not a particularly good team, 
but they are good enough to bea t the Chargers. These t\vo 
teams played a terrible game against each other In San 
Diego two weeks ago. You would have to pay me to watch 
this game. Seattle 23. San Diego 17. 
Phoenlx (3-4) will be favored in Dallas (0-7) against the 
See Cowboys, Page Six 
BAR EXAM RESULTS 
February, 1989 Michigan Bar Exam 
(before appeals) 
1. NORD'S RESULTS FOR MICHIGAN LAW SCHOOL GRADUATES: 
97% 
97% of the Nord students from the Michigan law schools, who completed the weekly practice t~sts, passed on their first 
try. 93% (including repeaters) who completed the weekly practice tests passed. 
2. NORD'S RESULTS FOR ALL LAW SCHOOL GRADUATES- INCLUDING OUT OF STATE GRADUATES: 
91% of all those who took the Nord Course and completed the weekly practice tests (including out of state law school 
graduates and repeaters) passed. 
3. OVER-ALL RESULTS FOR ALL APPLICANTS (NORD AND NON-NORD STUDENTS): 
Only 68% of all applicants who took the February, 1989 Michigan Bar Exam passed. 
4. CONCLUSION 
~e Nord program of instruction really works! It has been working c6nsistently for almost 35 years in Michigan and it 
Will work for you. Of course, merely enrolling in our Course is not enough. You must be willing to study according to 
our instructions, including submitting the weekly practice tests. These tests take approximately two and one quarter 
hours per week to complete. Submitting these allows us to monitor your progress week by week and enables us to detect 
and correct any problems you may have that might prevent you from passing the Exam. 
MICHIGAN NORD BAR REVIEW COURSE 
5600 West Maple Road, Suite C-311 
West Bloomfield, Michigan 48322 
- (313) 855-6585 . 
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Deplorable. Developments in SpOrts 
By Harold Hunter 
If you'll pardon me for a moment. 1 shaJI temporarlly 
delay e...'Cercis ing my sage less soothsaying sensibilities and 
co~ment on a vanety of things. all probably properly 
firtin~ under U1e genera] heading of "just win. baby. · 
Dunng the last I Odays. fouroccurences have amused 
me. confused me. saddened me. and enraged me. Excuse 
me? Let me C.\:plaln. Those four occurences. In the same 
corresponding order as lis ted above. are: 
1 l The "Vem on Maxwell Norm Sloan University of 
Florida is a cesspool of disregard for minimal s tandaJCis of 
adminlstratiYe decency" sltuaUon. 
2) The Bob Proben sentencing for cocaine possession 
- a .k.a. "Gee. even a cat has nine lives. why shouldn't I get 
si~ chances?· sltuallon. 
3) Notre Dame's adoption of Neil Young's song "(You 
are) Like a Humcane· as their new football fight song-
a.k..a. "Hey. le ts all line up and act like a bunch of mindless 
a s and seelfwecanstartaflght - ltworksforMiami" 
s:tua uon. 
4 ) The Houston Cougars· obscene defiling of what 
amounts to a n above average high school football team 
:SMU) - a.k.a. the "!ley little girl. want some candy?" 
approach to college football. 
It Is by now common knowledge that Vcmon Maxwell 
M ed a drug test while playing basketba ll a t the Unlvcrsl ty 
cf Flo rida and was subsequently allowed to continue 
participating In basketball. llow mnny drug tests he failed 
 the question yet to be conclusively answered. At least 
K>t answered by anyone still connected with the Unlver-
Hy of Florida . Mr. Mnxwcll (quite a source. don't you 
hink?) states It was at least three. Norm Sloan and the 
Jniver s ity of Florldn, while not specifying an exact num-
er. only say that lliey knew he had ·a problem·. However. 
{r. Slo an says he didn't want to remove Mnxwell from the 
team because Ma..X\vell "loved basketball so much". Fur· 
u1er, he didn't want to deny Maxwell "the opportunity to 
play In the pros · . Gee. Nahmle. got an extra spot on your 
roste r? - I'd like to send my kid to play for you. big guy. 
I'll bet the pros are jus t itch in' to get a shot at a long-term 
coke addict witil an average jump-shot. Boy. Lf only llie 
Univers ity of Florida had a drug policy in place during 
Mcu..-well's career. llils whole s ituation could've been 
avoided. Say whaaat? They did? Holy Cowl 
From Mr. Sloan all the way up tile slimy chain of 
Indifference (command Is far too strong a word) to. get this, 
the h ead of the entire State of Florida's Public College 
system. tile consensus is U1a t Sloan's Inaction did NOT 
violate Florida's a thle tic program drug policy. When Greg 
Gumbel asked the "head" referred to above how multiple 
fa ilures of a drug test could not. under any conceivable 
drug policy. result in llie loss of at least some eligibility by 
the offender. he s tated the Univers ity had a "very fme" drug 
policy for llieir allileUc program. Nice non-answer. I'll give 
you the correct answer. The answer is that the slimebags 
who administer these programs have a "sliding scale" in 
place as a drug policy - llie higher your contribution to 
the team's su ccess. llie higher you can get after llie game. 
Sounds to me llia t tile University of Florida "leadership", 
in lieu of pa rticipating In fighting a war on drugs. instead 
a re a bunch of ·whores on drugs· : whores in the sense that 
they'll prostitute the reputallon of their institution and llie 
weB-being ofllie lr players for the almighty win. JUST WI:\. 
BABY! 
I am s imply confused by llie miniscule three monlli 
Jail term (oh yeah. don't forget probation - oooooh, beat 
me judge. beat me) given to Bob Probert. Whatever 
Improvements "rehabilita tion· effectuates upon people, if 
any. I think that Probert has shown beyond a reasonable 
doubt that It doesn't do diddley squat for him. You wanna 
know why? Because. according to rehab theorists. the 
GRADUATING STUDENTS 
first s tep to recovery is to admit to and convince yourself 
lliat you Indeed have a SERIOUS problem. This Bob 
Probert has never done. Nor will he, If he continually sees 
society saying: "Bob, because you're such a sweetheart of 
a guy. and because bringing a bunch of cocaine from one 
country to another isn't all lliat big a deal. and because 
being a four-time- or was that five-tln1e?- rehab loser. 
(wait. maybe that was that probation violator)- aw heck. 
who's counting among friends. right? - none of that Is any 
indication to us that maybe we should change our ap-
proach to your problem. and because the Red Wings a ren't 
worlli horse feces williout you. we're going to slap llie back 
of your hand. and send you off to bed so you can rest up. 
be a good boy. and PLAY for us next year, 'k Bobby?" 
Looks to me lliat you can take everyone from the judge 
to llie rehab counselor to the Red Wings management and 
add them to the ever-lengthening list of"whores on drugs. · 
J UST WIN. BABY! 
What a fantastic football game that was! Truly under 
a blue-gray October sky. one for the ages took place In 
South Bend last Saturday. The proud champions. tempo-
rarily taken by surprlse by a brash new warrior, backs 
bowing but not breaking. In danger of losing the crown 
right on llieir own hallowed soil. On the very earth where 
Rockne towered over mere mortals: where Leahy con· 
quered : on the very turf ruled by everyone from the Glpper 
to the Rocket: llie Fighting Irish seemingly summoned 
every echo from legends past. combined It with a fortitude 
only champions can know and swept back their crown. 
saying not yet. not now. not HERE. 
If someone asks me why I love college football so 
much. now I can simply say USC· Notre Dame. Or I could 
have. if not for the pre-game display that must've made 
Rockne's spirit consider fmdlng another home. When Lou 
Holtz began bringing llie Irish back to respecllbility. and . 
See Notre Dame, J;ge Seven 
The interview season is on, and to make your interview a success, in every way, you need to look your best. 
Camelet Brothers Company, a traditional men's clothing sto ·e in Ann Arbo d s th u · 't · 
• • • • 1 ran on ou niVersi y Since 
1957, Invites you to VISit us so t~~t .we ca~ ~ssist you in personally selecting the suit that assures you of 
1mbal pos1bve presence at the interview. 
We offer clothing in all price ranges, with the finest tailoring available. 
With the purchase of a new suit (we can't prove it 's for an interview!) you may hand pick a matching all silk 
COMPLIMENTARY TIE to make the combination a success. Why? We want you to succeed.' ' 
CAMELETBROTHERSCOMPANY 
1119 South University 
761-1119 
Monday - Saturday 9:-00am - 6:00pm 
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Nightmares on Tappan Street 
By Greg Ladewski 
What with the Interview blues. the mldtenn blahs and 
two more weeks of L.A. Law reruns, this mlght be a good 
time to check out some new video releases of special 
Interest to law students that have hit the s tores just in time 
for Halloween: 
The Fly(back) 
In this sequel to the Jeff Goldblum thriller. the 
monster's bereaved girlfriend. Maggie Ott. abandons her 
research Into the secrets of life and death in order to 
practice law. which ts a better way to make money. She 
flnds herself strangely attracted to the law firm of House. 
Horse. Shoe & Drosophila. a WASPish finn tha t promises 
to give her a ·many-faceted view of the law·. 
Ma~ie's secretary Midge Gnat soon reports that the 
firm Is buzzing over l\!aggie's s uccess: through her, an 
emerging corporation, the Pupa Group. acquires. loots. 
and bankrupts the once-proud Swat Products Inc .. makers 
of "Panty Raid". the first aerosol spray for crab lice. 
Meanwhile, Maggie's personality inexorably deteriorates; 
in a gripping scene. her boyfriend Vinnie Car notires her 
metamorphosis: 
He: What's happened to you? You used to ca ll me 
"Honey·. Now you find my allen lions galling. 
All you care for is M&As. You used to say it 
was shit. 
She: I am attracted to you. when you're sweet .. 
. but ... I guess I'm attracted to shlt, too. 
(Rubbing her hands together rapidly.) 
The film concludes surreally: Maggie's soul. detached 
from her now-hidescent blue-green body and shrunk to 
the size of a Whiteout bottle, mysteriously reappears on 
Maggie's big desk. "Help me, help me· it shrills, unW 
Maggie squashes It with a lucile cube. a memento from 
Law in the Raw 
Be Quiet or I'll Trow Dis Book at Ya. 
He's loud; he's aggressive he's opinionated: he thinks 
Warren Burger was a moron. Yes. he's Yale Karnisar. And 
Law In the Raw is proud to brtngyou some of his noteable 
quotations from the recent past 
On himself: 
"You can be visible without being highly regarded." 
·rm losing my grip.· 
"Maybe I'm paranoid, no. mentally ill.· 
"You start towonywhen theystari pronouncing your 
name 'Kommlsar:· 
"I ne\·er could keep my big mouth shut." 
On the Supreme Court: 
Warren Burger: "I realize that he doesn't write his 
own opinions, but he should be aware of them ... • 
Exasperated, "What is wrong with Burger!" 
William Douglas: -Douglas would write the opinion 
In about an hour. and say to his Jaw clerk, 'Here. footnote 
It where you can.'" 
One jus tice, speaking in regard to Justice Ste\·ens. 
"There's a \'cry fine line between being creath·e and being 
an oddball.· 
On students: 
"Isn't there a limit to how pathetic your argu ment can 
be?" 
After a student who passed raised a hand to speak to 
what the previous person had said, "Are you revoking 
your 'Pass' on the grounds that What the hell. I can do 
better than him'?" 
On Professor Israel: 
"When Israel says something. that's not pure specu-
laUon, that's wisdom." 
Secret Res Gestae sources 
Pupa's grateful CEO. 
Indiana Jones Day and the Last Caseload 
The famous adventurer has forsaken his quLxotic 
quest for truth. beauty and the wisdom of the ages to 
practice law, which is a much better way to make money. 
There will be, he tells his love interest, plenty of time to 
resume his exciting adventures. after he retires. He joins 
a prominent nalional finn, Sophis tic, 1\aiteddy. Nammock 
& Cutnedge. and starts In the Trusses and Restraints 
praclice group in the Muncie office in his namesake state. 
Indie is assigned to work on Sophislics's longest-
pending and most lucrati\·e 
lawsuil, In reEstareofJudczs, 
Eatasod replies. ·snakes. my boa? What snakes? Those 
a re clients . Now get In there and kiss some aspr In the 
fllm's thrill ing climax. a reprise of the gruesome Temple oj 
Doom banquet . here set a t an ·optional" firm function. 
lndie is presented with a plateful of slimy scrambled 
cortex. which he forces down ... only to flnd that the brains 
he so dutifully devoured were in fact his own. 
The Tell-Tale Tort 
The fir::.t half of this low-budget slash-o-rama IS 
familiar spatter fare. Febold, Angina & Del<repel's 
See Halloween.Page Eight 
a probate dispute over 
mmership of the Holy Crail. 
described in U1e pleadings as 
·an antique gold cup with an 
insurable value of $10.3 
million.- The film also focuses 
on the e\'olving and intimate 
relationship between lndic 
and his trademark bullwhip. 
now in the hands of his 
supC!Yising O\'erseer, Mark 
Eatasod. 
·. 24 Hours • Day 
kinko·s· 
TWo scenes in particular 
stand out. In a bit of much-
needed comic relief. lndie 
recoils from his office, which 
is filled to bursting with 
writhing. bloated vipers. 
·snakes. If there's anything 
the copy center 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
1210 S. Universitv 
OPEN 7 DAYS 
\1ichigan Union 
662-1112 
OPE\' 2-t HOt.:RS 
54() E. Libert\' 
i61--t539 747-9070 . 
1 hate it's snakes.· he hisses. 
rattled, towhich the bemused 
We Get Letters 
Law In the Raw has a s trong alumni network. Former 
LITR columnist Doug Graham sent In a few s tories he 
though we might appreciate: 
They Bounced Him, and The Check Bounced 
Police are checking out the checks they accept as bail 
a little more closely these days. It seems a check-forging 
suspect s tuck the people at the Van Nuys Jail with one of 
his better works. 
The phony check that landed Dennis J ohn Alston In 
jail had the same serial numbers as the one that briefly got 
him out. said county Deputy District Attorney Bradford 
Stone. Alston. 32, was charged \\'ith fi\·e counts of felony 
forgery, including one count of gi\'ing police a fake cashier's 
check to cover his $1500 bail. 
Authorit ies said the desk officer did not notice that the 
check \\·as dated four days before .\.! ton's arrest. ~It's a 
little embarrassing.· said Sgt. \\'ilb :n Zimmer. supervisor 
of the Van t\uys Jail. However, Als ton was arrested later 
that day. 
Chicago 1hbtmc. October 1. 1989 
He Was J ust Here-Old what 's-his-name 
Percentage of the American public who ran rorrectly 
rtame the Chief Jus tice of the Supreme Court: n·:o. 
Percentage of the American public who can correctly 
name the judge on The People's Court: 54o/o. 
(Funny how those percen tages happen to parallel the 
number of people who agree with U1e decisions each man 
makes.) 
Harper's. September 1989 
Whlzzer Wobbles 
At the recent ABA convention In Honolulu (oh. I can't 
wall until I go to these things land can write It om)). Justice 
Kennedy showed his knowledge of the crlmJnal law in New 
By Colin Zick 
Guinea. There, a criminal offense is punished with a 
spear In the perpetrator's side- aimed at leaving a scar. 
not inflicting fatal wounds. (How does one appeal suc.h a 
sentence?) 
Jus lire White gave a long speech on Justice Scalia's 
perspective on statutory interpretation. (Yawn!) He also 
added some nifty obscrYations: 
On William Dout-las: "Early in the 1960's, for several 
days on the bench. I saw him. while he lis tened to counsel. 
I am sure. taking notes from some rather large \·olwnes 
which I later discm·erccl described the flora and fauna of 
the valley of the Alb:!a"h Rh·er in ::\orlhem ;\1aine. • 
II was also not iced that the \\'hizzer was wearing one 
black shoe and one brown shoe at the dinner. Suspecting 
the onset of senility. one reporter asked the Jus! ice about 
his faux pax. \\'l1 ile riled a packing problem. (Probably 
packed too many thongs!) 
Legal Times. August 21. 1989 
P eople in Cb~s !! ~ "Ees 
Publicity about a m:-~n ,,·ho threaiened to s ue a 
teacher fortultin~ Li<: <:on·s hair got the attention of poliCt" 
who a rrested him [,·,r fai: :ng to complete :1 court senter.n: 
on an unrelated matter. Jack Kotnik was arrested on a 
bench warrcnt i"!,Uecl in Janw:uy. 1988 for aJlegedly 
fa iling to nllend rla"'!'CS as part of a drunken ch·:,·ir. .;: 
scnlrnce. 
The arrest came after news reports about Kotnik"s 7 
year-old son and a fi rs t grade classmate who had their 
·tails" cut by their teacher. The mother of the other boy 
said she and her hus band had decided to press assault 
charges against the teacher claiming their child was 
bruised while being held down to have his hair cut. The 
teacher, who claimed the act was a disciplinary measure 
was suspended pending an Investigation. (If only some-
body had cut Mr. Kotnik's hair earlier!) 
Associated Press. March 13, 1989 
